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About This Game

The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit

and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...

Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features

Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships

Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay

Classic, arcade action

Hints

In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.

Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses
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Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes

Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op

On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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i love the horn on this DRGW SD50, i've operated the SD50 on an intermodal train for CSX, im operating a DRGW inspection
train on the BNSF racetrack.. Cannot recommend this game.. This is the future of RO2. I really like this game, even though
there are games with more content and mechanics nowdays, and the main reason for that is its combat system. I really like the
approach in which you're not fighting on a main map like in some other 4X strategies, but fighting on some separate "local"
maps doesn't reduce fighting in some straightforward meat grinder like in Heroes of Might and Magic series. You have to think
your army composition trough, you need too see the synergies between your units and use them but positioning and using your
units abilities in a right way in a tactical screen. This game has more depth that any other HoMM game ever had, but it's still
easier to pick up than your generic space 4X. I'd say that this game got me into genre and that's why i can recommend it: This
game is a nice introduction to the genre of 4X with decent learning curve.. I should have read the forum before purchasing this
one. I had no trouble with Legends I. But this one requires you to select from the menu to begin. Do not buy if you have a WMR
headset; the game does not recognize the controllers to start the game.
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I'm so excited that this game exists again! The implementation is clearly a little rough (you can tell right away from the menus),
but the developers seem to have captured everything that was awesome about the original game and added a bunch of great new
content.. I love the concept its about time that game developers create a game that involves controling zombies instead of killing
them. It may have bugs but its in alpha i expect good things from this game.. TL;DR - Recommended on sale due to the story
being short and easy puzzles. Story is good and I see a lot of potential.

Point'n'click adventure spree continues with Decay: The Mare. Gameplay is okay, what you would expect of an older point and
click game though: a lot of zooming in and out, no indication of input on some puzzles, weird inventory interaction at times.
Pacing of the story is fine. No crashes or technical difficulties in any form. The only thing I didn't like are those jumpscare type
moments because they are very predictable, but still well executed. I liked a lot that scare with Jack's body, because you were
wondering where the rest of Jack's body is, and then you find it in a hallway. You expect it because of the setup, but the timing
is so good. Recommended.
Just turn off the lights first.. FIRST THING I DO IS EQUIP THE GLORIOUS F-4E AND JUMP INTO A SERVER!
I GET LOCKED ON INSTANTLY AND DO A SPLIT-S MANOEUVRE AT FULL SPEED
I SMASH INTO A MOUNTAIN
10/10 LOVE THIS GAME. This game is wildly addictive. I reccomend this!
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